
Figure 5: DNA molecules in dilute solutions (left) and stretched by an ambient flow (right). During the last
decade there has been a growing interest in the properties of biopolymers supported by both federal agencies
(NSF and NIH) and major bioengineering companies. DNA is probably the most studied biopolymer, a
flexible molecule with an diameter of a few nm only.
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FIG. 3. Immunoflorescence image (Olympus Fluoview confo-
cal microscope, PlanApo 360�1.4 objective) of a multinuclear
giant cell fixed and stained to show the microtubules [16] fol-
lowing measurement on the indicated bead; scale bar 20 mm.

with the inability of an optical trap (20 pN escape force)
to stop or hinder the bead movement, as well as with the
implications of Fig. 3, which shows that the bead is likely
to be influenced by many motors simultaneously.

An insight to the physics underlying the bead movement
may be gained by looking at highly refractive, filled lipid
spheres or “granules” naturally present in these cells.
They are not membrane bound, are not labeled by DiI, and
apparently do not interact with motor proteins. In contrast
to the beads, they can be held stationary in the optical
tweezers for many minutes. Their use as native biological
probes of local microrheology has been justified recently
[18]. As seen in Fig. 2b, they display subdiffusive
scaling �x2�t�� � at3�4. The measured prefactor a is
comparable to that which would be expected for thermal
undulation of microtubule filaments [3,19], taking persis-
tence length 6 mm [20] and solvent viscosity 5 times that
of water. Similar scaling is obtained for fluctuations in
semiflexible polymer networks in vitro [2–5,7], consistent
with a picture of the cellular microtubules as a weakly
entangled network in which diffusion of the granules
is influenced by equilibrium modes of the surrounding
filaments. We will argue that a similar microrheological
environment is felt by the driven particle.

The non-Newtonian environment inside the cell sug-
gests a self-consistent explanation for the anomalous
power based on hindrance to ballistic motion. As the
passive diffusion of granules is subdiffusive, the active
motion of beads will be sub-ballistic. Our proposal is
formalized in the context of the Einstein relation relating
driven and thermal processes. A generalization to anoma-
lous diffusion was discussed [21] to explain observations
of particles in actin gels, with and without external force
[2]. Measured dynamics in the nondriven (thermal) MSD

� �x2�t��TH define an effective, time-dependent friction
me�t� given by
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in two dimensions. (More accurately, one should use
a memory kernel friction in the context of the general-
ized Langevin equation [22].) For Brownian diffusion
this yields the simple Newtonian viscosity, while subdif-
fusion in thermal equilibrium with a non-Newtonian en-
vironment, as performed by the granules in the cells or
by embedded tracer particles in in vitro networks, im-
plies time-dependent friction. The t3�4 scaling therefore
yields me�t� � t1�4. Since the driven velocity is y�t� �

F�me�t�, one finds that under the action of a force ran-
domly distributed between positive and negative values
with variance �F2� and a vanishing mean, the MSD in the
driven system, �x2�t��F , becomes
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�4kBT �2
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(At very short times, or for vanishing �F2�, thermal diffu-
sion adds a contribution � �x2�t��TH .) Thus the time scaling
of effective viscosity yields both the passive t3�4 and the
active t3�2 behaviors.

The proportionality between passive and active compo-
nents should, in principle, yield a measure of the resultant
force acting on the bead. Unfortunately it is not possible
to turn on and off the active component. Using the prefac-
tors from thermal diffusion of the granules, and from the
driven motion of the beads (Fig. 2), together with the equa-
tion above, we find that the resultant force acting on the
bead is 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the accepted
stall force of a single kinesin motor [23], while the rapid
escape of the driven bead from the optical trap shows that
many motors operate simultaneously. The discrepancy can
be explained by noting that “stalled” motors act as pin-
ning sites between the bead and the microtubules. As a
result, the action of other motors introduces longitudinal
strain. Granules, by contrast, experience effective fric-
tion resulting from interaction with transverse undulatory
modes of the neighboring filaments. While both transverse
and longitudinal thermal fluctuations of semiflexible poly-
mers scale as t3�4, the latter are reduced in relative ampli-
tude by the ratio of polymer contour length to persistence
length [19], implying that me�t� for longitudinal response
is larger by Lp�L. Correcting the measured passive pre-
factor by a ratio suitable for microtubules ��1023�, the
estimated driving force is adjusted upward by 3 orders of
magnitude, yielding a reasonable result.

The time-dependent friction also introduces an anoma-
lously low exponent, g � 1�2, for times longer than the
correlation time of the driving force [22]. While limita-
tions in acquiring very long data sets make it risky to fix
an exponent at long times, sampling the data on various
time windows permits a test of the domain over which the
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Figure 6: Microtubules (shown at left) and tobacco mosaic viruses (right) are common examples of stiff
biopolymers. The former are proteins which provide cells with mechanical strength (the photo at the left
is nothing but the network of the microtubules inside a cell). On the other hand, tobacco mosaic virus is a
rod-like biopolymer with unique properties. Computational studies of biopolymers (and of stiff synthetic
polymers like Kevlar and polyesters) easily provide a wealth of information surpassing the time-consuming
and expensive laboratory experiments.
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